
Aims: 

 My aim is to create a cultural public display focused on celebrating General Stanislaw Maczek, a Polish soldier who served in 
the allied forces during World War II and who contributed to the legacy and history of Poles in the British Isles. 

How does it expand your discipline? 

As an interactive designer, I would like to use augmented reality and interactive design to create approachable heritage 
displays that rely on dynamic animations rather than text. I would also like to test my ability to design pleasurable experiences 
for public engagement and learn what benefits public engagements brings as a research method. 

Who would you be collaborating with? 

I would be collaborating with Kresy Family, a UK-based Polish history group about people whose families lived in Kresy. Many 
of the descendants of Kresy families were wartime refugees in the UK and the group is focused to promoting the history and 
experiences of Polish citizens then and now.  

Why this organisation/agency/individual/community? 

I am interested in exploring the double heritage and the connection between Scottish and Polish people. Through various 
historical periods, Scotland saw several influxes of Polish migrants. Right now, many people living in Scotland, share ancestral 
links to Poland or decided to make Scotland their new home in the years of recent migrations. One of the influential Poles 
born in Kresy, General Stanislaw Maczek is recognised in Edinburgh for his contributions during the World War II and the Kresy 
Family wants to celebrate 130th anniversary of his birth through a public display in Edinburgh.  

What is their activity/focus? 

The overall aim of the group is to promote the history and experiences of Polish citizens, regardless of race and religion, from 
Kresy (the Eastern Borderlands of Poland) who suffered oppression before, during and after World War II; to promote and 
advance the education and learning of this history and to educate the public and promote this history, thereby fostering 
further cultural understanding. 

What is your proposed approach?  

I will plan an event and promote it amongst various Polish-Scottish cultural organisations. I will try to promote the event to 
make sure I have enough participants. I am not yet sure about the feasibility of organising an in-person event or whether it 
will be a digital workshop.  

Why will your research approach to be of value to the partner? 

I hope that my research approach in forms of participatory activity and research through design will impact the participants 
to think about their roots and heritage and about the wide belonging in the world and especially the place of Polish heritage 
in Scotland. I am the activities to include diverse age groups, and mixed-nationality families. 

What materials are required? 

Depending on the feasibility of the idea. In terms of physical meeting, I will need a meeting space, snacks and drinks, workshop 
materials, computer, projector, etc. For a digital meeting I will need a digital space to meet people, to gather their input and 
perhaps a pre-made packet of activities I would need to send to them.  

What is your schedule? 

I would like to build the workshop plan and put it in place and promote it by 20th of February and the I will try to run workshops 
at the end of February.  

What is your ideal outcome? 

My ideal outcome is organising a live workshop event that would allow participants to explore their double heritage in a fun 
way through designing their double heritage heirlooms and celebrating their roots. 
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Introduction 
 

The collaborative research project celebrates the accomplishments and story of General Stanislaw 

Maczek. The collaboration focuses on introducing General Maczek to the broader public on the 130th 

anniversary of his birth.  

General Maczek was a Polish soldier who served during World War II and contributed to Poles' legacy 

and history in the British Isles by forming the 1st Polish Armoured Division and serving in defence of the 

Scottish coast. Unable to return to post-war Poland under Soviet rule, he lived the remainder of his life 

in Edinburgh, Scotland.  

The Polish Heritage group I connected with wants to promote and advance the education and learning 

of his history and educate the public, thereby fostering further cultural understanding as to why there 

are three memorials to General Maczek in Edinburgh. In addition, this collaborative research project 

seeks to explore the use of interactive media and digital animation in heritage exhibitions and create 

approachable and engaging experiences for various audiences. 

 

Aims 
 

The project aims to bring history to life by allowing historians and an interactive designer to collaborate 

to create public engagement tools that celebrate the legacy of a man who represents an essential part 

of Polish and Scottish wartime history. The collaboration participants seek to present historical 

academic knowledge about the General through new media to make it accessible to a broader audience 

and new communities in a non-academic setting such as a local park or a library. Moreover, this project 

aims to underline the historical connection between Scottish and Polish people that predates the recent 

migration of Polish workers. 

Creating approachable and engaging methods of telling the story of General Stanislaw Maczek through 

visual and interactive means is also a goal. In addition, the research also examines the general public's 

awareness of General Maczek through on-street interviews in two Edinburgh locations linked to him, 

the General Maczek Walk and Maczek's statue in Edinburgh City Chambers' courtyard. 

 

 

 

 

 



Context 
 

When taking on this interdisciplinary project, a study of comprehensive sources about the life of 

General Maczek was of paramount importance in determining the direction of the project. The 

historians from Kresy Family Polska were familiar with a myriad of articles, books and documents 

relating to General Maczek. However, their need to interpret the facts and mediate the expert 

knowledge became quickly apparent. In one of the principles of heritage interpretation, Tilden (1957) 

stressed that 'interpretation is revelation based upon information'. Deciding on an effective way of 

presenting General Maczek's story proved a challenge due to the initial hesitance of the historian 

collaborators to make the Polish soldier's story an emotional rather than an academic experience. We 

had to find the balance by extracting the narrative and the personal account, finding the relatable and 

discarding the museological approach to rely on written text, many dates and facts to give context. 

Using a case study of Kidd's (2019) article about With New Eyes I See, an immersive digital heritage 

experience, I introduced the collaborator to recent research into embodiment and place and the role 

of sensory experiences in heritage interpretation. 

Treating Kidd's WNEIS article as a case study was also helpful to the collaborative process in another 

way. The paper described a gamified heritage encounter telling a British soldier's story and helped 

develop a new attitude towards the project and possibilities of using Edinburgh locations. Moreover, 

the paper discussed Augmented Reality's increasing role and capacities in designing heritage 

experiences. I proposed we explore these technologies for General Maczek's story.  

 

In further discussions, we decided to look at The National Co-ordinating Centre for Public Engagement 

(NCCPE) guidance, observing that UK universities and UK academic researchers across various 

disciplines turn to the practice of public engagement. A study of the NCCPE resources and case studies 

from NCCPE Engage Festival 2020 and others proved that public engagement could effectively 

disseminate knowledge, open dialogue with communities, and help present and promote research 

openly.  

WITH NEW EYES I SEE PHOTOGRAPHIC DOCUMENTATION 



In educational practices, public engagement happens at the end of the research to present findings. 

However, Burchell (2015) points out that the researchers do not consider public engagement as 

necessary as the research itself. In this case, I also viewed public engagement as a tool to introduce the 

already existing body of knowledge about Maczek rather than seeking to generate new findings, 

removing the academic approach, and leaning toward celebrating the life of Maczek and Polish service 

members. 

From a designer standpoint, the process of public engagement appears either to test the prototypes or 

in projects focused on societal issues when broader participation is needed, so I treated help from the 

public as a way of evaluating the iterations of the designs.  

Jedrzejewski et al. (2020) describe an interactive virtual museum design where visitors could see key 

specimens from the Anatomy Museum at the University of Glasgow, digitised using photogrammetry 

techniques. The virtual museum design project did not involve earlier consultation with the 

communities to whom the project might be of value. The public participants were engaged in evaluating 

the usability and effectiveness of the application by completing questionnaires, so they were brought 

in later in the design process. This project brings the fact of the importance of collaborative work into 

focus. By getting the perspective of a Polish history group in designing a display dedicated to General 

Maczek, the stakeholders are directly involved in shaping the project's message and what they want 

the public to learn. 

An NCCPE Engage Festival, 2020 case study relating to storifying research in the field by Marino (2020) 

describes storytelling as a data collection method. Creating a scenario or narrative for an experience is 

also valuable in interactive heritage experiences design practice to attract and engage audiences (Pujol 

et al., 2013, Twiss-Garrity et al., 2008). We did not dismiss public engagement as a way of gathering 

data. We considered asking for evaluation and impressions during the iterative process to be more 

helpful in building a successful event. 

Consideration was given to the idea of appropriating space for Polish Heritage Day celebrations. Initial 

sketches and conversations between the KF group and I involved concepts such as placing posters or 

interactive 3-dimensional objects outdoors and attracting visitors to the displays.  

Nam and Kim (2011), in their research about design for tangible stories, discuss the ludic value as a 

design property focused on transforming existing everyday products into interactive and meaningful 

objects in the digital realm. The researchers used three critical elements in their designs: creating a 

narrative and adding unanticipated function to physical things that the audience discovers through 

physical interactions. The paper served this project by introducing a new way to present General 

Maczek's story through physical objects such as tank goggles, a military beret, a map and his unit's 

emblem.  

Using these symbols could provide a novel element and bring more playful interactions for the 

audience. However, this kind of display seemed more suited for an indoor setting than placing tangible 

objects across the city. As a designer, I hesitated about the preparation time, cost and necessary 

permits and encouraged the KF historians to consider that using posters and figures would only serve 

as a one-off or temporary event. Instead, I proposed to put the Polish heritage on the map, make a 



lasting impression and create a way for people to learn about Maczek without an event by creating 

assets that tourists can find in the visitors' centre or online.  

The new iteration of the idea involved a trip to the Visit Scotland counter and a bookstore in the city 

centre to look at a variety of materials about heritage and walking tours on offer.  

 

VISUAL RESEARCH OF WALKING TOUR AESTHETICS 

 

Looking at the theoretical and practical projects and research served the collaboration in determining 

what shared values we had and what elements of the experience we wanted to prioritise. The project 

started with a general topic, but through the research of theoretical and practical secondary sources, 

we tried to determine an appropriate design direction to engage the modern public in Edinburgh and 

make General Maczek's story relatable. 

 

 



Approach 
 

The approach builds on several contexts and opportunities, including a thorough review of the 

literature and secondary historical sources, engaging with stakeholders such as the history group and 

local figures advocating commemorating General Maczek in Scotland. Fostering more creative and 

inclusive approaches to heritage design and celebrating minorities' contributions in Scotland were of 

the essence.  

Furthermore, the approach involves attempts to engage directly with the public during the design 

process through impromptu interviews and location visits and through applying to various people to 

evaluate the iteration of the proposed designs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
SELECTED FACTS ABOUT GENERAL MACZEK FOR A POSTER 



Methods 
 

Interviews and walking as research, prototype testing with interviews 

Initial interviews: 

I conducted unstructured brief interviews with passersby near two locations relevant to General Maczek - 

the General Maczek Walk in the Bruntsfield Links, by the General's statue near the City Chambers. 

Jamshed (2014) said about unstructured interviews: 'Pioneers of ethnography developed the use of 

unstructured interviews with local key informants that are, by collecting the data through observation and 

record field notes as well as to involve themselves with study participants.' Unstructured interviews 

appealed to me because they gave me more flexibility to react to a situation and gather research in the form 

of a conversation. 

Walking as research: 

In their book Walking Methodologies in a More-than-Human World (2018), Stephanie Springgay and Sarah 

Truman list the four principal elements in walking research: place, sensory inquiry, rhythm and embodiment. 

Admittedly, not all the connections are closely connected to Maczek but include other areas associated with 

Polish heritage in Scotland. I traced the path to put my body in the process, evaluate the locations, time the 

route, and record observations. 

Prototype testing with interviews: 

Several design ideas underwent discussion with people uninvolved in the project and testing in the field. We 

made changes or decisions based on the feedback gathered in interviews or passed along as notes. 

 

Results 
 

The initial findings from the interviews, observations, and secondary 

research were meant to help me generate ideas for making General 

Maczek more recognisable.  

Initial interviews: 

Initial interviews took place at two locations.  

The General Maczek Walk:  I asked brief questions like: 'Why is this path named after a general?' or ' Why is 

there a statue of a Polish soldier here?'. I tried to make the brief encounters happen organically and learn 

something about the people I approached, whether they were local or tourists. Because the Walk is a 

crossing point, it was hard to engage with people rushing by. I went to chat with parents and carers at the 

nearby playground, and they were mainly local inhabitants of nearby streets. I did not get to many facts; 

some people were even surprised the path had a name. One person believed Maczek was from the Balkans. 

I met one elderly lady, however, who said he was a Polish soldier who lived in Edinburgh after the War. She 

INITIAL INTERVIEW LOCATION 



was a friend of another veteran's family living nearby, so her connection to the Polish community played a 

part in her being more knowledgeable. 

The General's Statue: I had more luck interviewing people by Maczek's statue by the City Chambers, as a few 

people I approached there were familiar with the figure and the plaque and could recall Maczek was a Polish 

general. I noticed the statue did not attract many tourists as it was placed inside the quadrant. 

Walking for research 

I walked across the town to locations selected for an investigation that had a connection to the Polish 

community.  

The path I took included 

• 16 Arden Street, where Maczek used to live 

• The General Maczek Walk across the Bruntsfield Links 

• The General's Statue near the City Chambers 

• The statue of Wojtek, the bear in the Princess Gardens 

• 11 Drummond Place (formerly The Polish Ex-servicemen club) 

• 10 Warriston Crescent, where Chopin stayed in 1848 at the house of the Polish émigré physician 

Adam Łyszczyński 

• 2 Kinnear Road, Consulate General of Poland 

• The Learmonth Hotel (now Travelodge), where Maczek worked after the War 

 I was considering the Edinburgh Zoo, where Wojtek the bear lived, but it was too distant for a walking tour. 

 

EXPLORED LOCATIONS 



My findings were that it is easy to overlook small things like historical plaques when walking around 

Edinburgh without a specific purpose because people are drawn to more impressive monuments. I hesitated 

to include the former Learmonth Hotel and the Polish Ex-servicemen club on the map for trails as both 

buildings have a new purpose now. Audio narration or other media could have vastly improved walking 

around the selected places to build more immersion and interest, especially for a visitor with no personal 

emotional connection to the Polish story, because the tour is focused on various buildings.  

My subjective sensations were that Edinburgh is a vastly exciting town and friendly for able-bodied walking. 

The distances were not too daunting for me, and I did not need to use public transport. The parks and 

gardens allowed for some stops, rest, and contemplation.  

 

Prototype testing: 

Several design ideas underwent discussion and testing in the field, and we made changes or decisions based 

on the feedback gathered in interviews or passed along as notes. 

Four people tested the proposed walking trails with a map and links to audio recordings. 



Wladyslaw, a historian from the KF group, recorded Maczek's story, and I added the audio files online. When 

reaching the location, walkers could scan the code on the back of the map to hear the story. For the testing, 

we only recorded audio for general Maczek's tour.  

The feedback received from the volunteers mentioned positive elements of the tours, such as: 

• guiding the walkers to move between the various locations through parks and other beauty spots, 

when possible 

• adding the possible trails on the map so the walker could choose to amend the order of visiting 

locations 

• interesting audio recordings 

The feedback suggested improvements: 

• The statue of Wojtek should be one of the steps on the Gen. Maczek tour, as it is thematically 

connected to the Polish military. 

• without audio or other information, steps number 5 and 7 lack relevance 

• Steps 5 and 8. The buildings no longer show any connection to Polish history, so this is where AR 

could be deployed to show photos from the past 

• Language - the audio story was only recorded in English but should be available in Polish too 

 

 

 

 

PRINTED MAP PROTOTYPES 



Interpretation 
 

As described earlier, we considered a few different approaches to interpreting Maczek's story for the public 

setting because the Kresy Family group was unsure how they wanted to proceed at the beginning of our 

collaboration. Their initial idea was to put poster displays in town and engage with people at a one-off event 

during the Polish Heritage Days in May. 

They suggested I could prepare wordy posters and include a few images, which sounded more like a 

commission rather than a research opportunity. 

From the beginning of the process, I had a different vision than the Kresy Family group about the assets, 

style, language and media we should use. I reasoned that placing temporary poster boards would be costly. 

Also, if the posters included all the information about Maczek, adding an event when someone reiterated 

the information on the signs was counterintuitive. My arguments did not cause conflict, but there was some 

hesitance. I proposed other ways of presenting their knowledge, like augmented reality or motion graphics 

animations through demonstrations.  

Making Maczek's story more relatable was more important than including all the facts, in my opinion. As the 

KF group's goal was to introduce the Polish heritage to more people, they agreed that a one-off event would 

only reach a limited number of people. They were also struggling to connect with younger audiences in the 

past. After some hesitation, they agreed to think about creating an encounter with Maczek for the public 

rather than giving a lecture about his life.  

We discussed appropriating space in areas connected to Maczek through alternative ways, not posters. We 

liked the idea and mockups of sizeable items we could place around Bruntsfield Links, but our budget was 

too small to produce weather-resistant assets of considerable size.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

THE REJECTED IDEA FOR APPROPRIATING SPACE 

 

I worked primarily with Jerzy, located in Edinburgh, but one of the other group members, Wladyslaw and 

Magda, visited us from London. We showed them the town and areas associated with the Polish community, 

and the idea for a permanent walking tour took hold in our heads. 

In later conversations online, the group members liked creating a walking heritage tour in Edinburgh, 

marking the places important to the Polish community. The initial focus was on introducing the person of 

Maczek, but alternative locations were also explored, like the house where Frederic Chopin stayed on his 

tour of Scotland.  

The tour was called Walking with Stan, and the idea of following his routes through the town inspired our 

goal. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ARCHIVAL PHOTO OF MACZEK IN EDINBURGH 



Conclusions 
 

The collaborative process is a stressful enterprise. Initially, I struggled with securing a partner, and there 

were several unsuccessful early attempts to connect with local Polish heritage groups for my initial double 

heritage workshop. I was grateful to connect with the KF group, but they were not local, and their scope of 

interest was on a different branch of formerly active Polish service members in the UK. We both regretted 

that our topic choice was dictated by the Polish Heritage Days event organised by the Polish Embassy in 

Poland. The KF group members had very little personal connection to general Maczek. It restricted me to 

working on a project focused mainly on design rather than connecting with the community through a 

workshop like I initially wanted.  

I feel every project has the potential to bring people together, and it was interesting to rethink our ideas to 

get feedback from volunteers who tried out the trails. I think there is potential to devise better ways to 

engage younger Polish diaspora members or people with Polish heritage through audio-visual methods and 

to make Polish stories more attractive to the broader public.  

This heritage trail needs more testing and the development of more audio-visual elements to reach a more 

finalised version. I was also thinking about creating an interactive online map to document the places before 

they changed further. The Polish Ex-servicemen club stopped operating sometime during the pandemic, and 

the Learmonth Hotel has been redecorated and works under a new name. These developments made me 

talk with the KF group about the future approach to commemorating stories of these buildings better 

through photographs, recordings, models and gathering stories. I managed to record a new audio snippet 

for the 11 Drummond Place location, and we added Chopin's music for 10 Warriston Crescent. I wanted to 

include a short interview with the Polish consulate representative for 2 Kinnear Road to add layers to this 

walking tour.  

Recommendations 
 

I think there is a potential to involve more collaborative partners in this project to make it worthwhile and 

propose it to the public as an established heritage tour or experience. But my main recommendation is to 

identify stakeholders at the beginning. I felt I had a good connection with the Kresy Family group, but 

ultimately only the local group member, Jerzy, stayed actively involved in the project. It was hard connecting 

with the local stakeholders, although I approached Polish associations in Scotland and tried communicating 

with Gen Maczek's family through the city council connection. After several weeks of work, the potential 

heritage or historical tour is still at the initial development stage and needs more extensive testing to create 

an enriching experience for visitors. 

My recommendation to other designers is not to hesitate to give suggestions to the collaborators, especially 

if they feel daunted by technological aspects. I had an experience where I was given a lot of creative freedom 

to suggest a variety of outcomes as the group struggled with engaging with the public to show their collected 

knowledge. 
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